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APPARATUS TOEIFACILITATE WALKING AND RUNNING. 

SPECIFICATION forming part of Letters Patent No. 406,328, dated July 2, 1889. 

iiledïôecembor Z1, 1888. Serial No.294,2'7'7. (No model.) 

To-aZZ whom, it may coinlç‘ßrn: 
Be it known that I, NICHOLAS YAGN, a sub 

ject of the Emperor of Russia, residing at St. 
Petersburg, in' the Empire of Russia, have 
invented certain new and useful Improve 
ments in Apparatus to Facilitate NValking 
and Running; and I do hereby declare the fol 
lowing to be a full, clear, and exact descrip 
tion of the invention, such as will enable oth 
ers skilled in the art to which it appertains to 
make and use the same, reference being had 
to the accompanying drawings, yand to the let 
ters or figures of refereiic’elinarked thereon, 
which form a part of this’specii‘ic'ation. 
Referring to the drawings, Figures 1 and 2 

illustrate in side elevation my improved ap 
paratus in its application for use land in dif 
ferent positions. Figs. 3 and l are rear ele 
vations of the same in'the positions shown in 
Figs. 1 and 2, respectively. Figs. 5 and (î 
show, respectively, the. shoeïangl>` foot- rest 
thereof in plan view.' f-Figsf'/ and 7 “ are ele 
vations of a portion of the telescopic rod or 
standard of the apparatus and the locking 
slecve. Figs. S and 9 are sections taken, re 
spectively, on lines 1 1 and 2 2 of Fig. 7 . Figs. 
10 and l1 are like views looking` upwardly 
and taken, respectively, on lines 3 3 and 4 l 
of Fig. 7a. Figs. l2, 13, 14, 15, and 16 illus 
trate by elevations and plan views several 
modifications in the form and construction of 
power-spring. 
The fatigue inherent to the simple bending 

or ?lexure of the legs when otherwise motion 
less is well known, as well as the reason why 
the power exerted by the muscles of the legs 
is greater than in Walkingorìiruiniing. In 
the former case there is no useful mechanical 
product or result of the force expended _other 
than the mere lifting of the trunk or body, 
while in the latter case there is a compara 
tively great or useful mechanical product or 
result obtained in the propulsion of the body; 
yet there is in the lattercase aV comparatively 
great amount of energy wasted in overcoming 
the inertia of the body. It is obvious, there 
fore, that walking, running, jumping, or the 
carrying of burdens could be rendered much 
.less fatiguing if the energy or power required 
to sustain the body or the latter and a bur 
den could be taken up by mechanical devices, 
and that the speed in walkin g or running or 

i 

the dist-ance at a jump may be materially in 
creased íf the mechanical power necessary to 
the support of the body were so constructed 
as to be multiplied in proportion to the ’vis 
riva of the dead-weight of, the body when in 
motion, and this is the object of the present 
invention. 
The invention consists of a spring-support 

for the body and adapted to be secured to the 
legs and operating to relieve the latter of the 
weight of the body, or such weight and an ad 
ditional weight or burden carried by the body, 
substantially as hereinafter described, and 
as set forth in the claims. 
The invention further consists in the com 

bination, with the spring-support for the body, 
of »a like support for the legs to assist the lat 
ter in carrying the weight of the body and in 
overcoming the inertia thereof, substantiall 
as hereinafter l'ully described, and set I'orth 
in the claims. „ 

Finally, the invention consists in struetu ral 
features and combinations of parts, substan 
tially as hereinafter fully described, and as 
set forth in the claims. ' 

Before describing my invention in detail I 
would state that two apparatuses of precisely 
the same construction are employed and to 
be applied to both the legs of the wearer. It 
will therefore only be necessary to describe 
one in order that the invention may be fully 
understood. 

'l‘he apparatus consists, essentially, of three 
parts-«a telescopic standard provided with a 
saddle, a power-spring, and a shoe to which 
said standard is connected. 

'l‘he saddle A consists of a three  armed 
frame a’,of wood,metal,or other suitable ma 
terial, provided with one half of a hinge a, the 
other half of which is formed upon the upper 
end of the standard. The saddle-cloth a2 of 
both apparatuses is connected by a strap A2 
to a waist-belt A’ and to each other by a belly 
band A3, one of the saddles being provided 
with a short strap or tongue a”, Figs. l to 4, 
and each saddle is further provided with a 
thigh-strap A4, adapted to be connected to a 
short strap or tongue a". 
In the drawings I have shown the parts A3 

and ai; and A4 a“ adj ustably connected to 
gether by means of lacing a5,- but other well 
known means may be employed to adj ust these 
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parts to the body of the wearer, and in prac 
tice l preferably make the straps A2 adjust 
able also relatively to the belt and saddle. 
The belly-band A;l is supported from the 

waist-belt by a hook or hooks or by a loop or 
loops. (Not shown.) Any other means may, 
however, be resorted to to secure the saddles 
to the upper end ol' the legs, so that when the 
legs are flexed or bent the weight of the body 
will be thrown on and supported by the sad 
dles, as shown in Fig. í’. 

'l‘he standard (l is composed of two tele 
scopic sections c c', the lower section c’ being 
connected by a universal joint r“ to the heel 
end of a shoe, presently to be described, while 
the upper end of the section c of said stand 
ard has the half-hinge for the saddle herein 
before referred to. 
The upper section l' of standard C is pro 

vided for a portion of its length and on di 
ametrically-opposite sides with longitudinal 
ribs c‘~’, that terminate in a shoulder (-3, said 
shoulder being formed by cutting away the 
ribs in opposite directions, as shown in Figs. 
’7 and ll, and upon this section of the stand 
ard is mounted a sleeve S, that corresponds 
in cross-section to the ribbed portion of the 
standard-section c, as shown in Figs. 9, 0, and 
l0. lt is obvious that when said sleeve S is 
allowed to slide along the standard-section c 
until its upper edge lies below the cut-away 
portion of the said ribs and a partial rotation 
is imparted to the sleeve it will be moved out 
of register with the ribs and be thus locked 
against upward motion by the shoulders c”. 
At the lower end, above the universal joint c" 
of section e’ of the standard, is secured a disk 
C', that together with the sleeve S serve as 
abutments for a coiled spring ll, mounted on 
standard (l, which spring holds the sleeve S 
by a yielding pressure against downward mo 
tion. 'l‘o limit the expansion ofthe spring,l 
employ cords or ch‘ains o, attached to disk C’ 
and to the spring' at its upper end,as shown, 
0r to the sleeve S, and to prevent said chains 
from becoming entangled in the coils of the 
spring when said spring is compressed or ex 
panded they may be passed through or woven 
into the coils at certain points, as shown in 
Figs. l to sl. 

E,Figs.1 to (his the shoe,to the heel end of 
which the standard is mounted,as described, 
said shoe being hinged or art ieulated at the 
instep, as shown at e, Figs. 5 and ti. To the 
toe end e’ of the shoe is hinged or articulated 
a foot-rest F, that is si‘pported from the shoe 
E by a stirrup it', secu red to the foot-rest at 
or near the instep thereof, said stirrup being 
provided with perforated lugs or earsf, that 
are adapt-ed to slide on vertical rods l), hinged 
at d2 to a cross bar or plate d, secured to the 
shoe E in front of the instep thereof. 
As shown in Figs] and 2 and in 'I"ig.5,the 

shoe is considerably longer than the foot-rest, 
so as to provide room for connecting-the stand 
ard C. Upon each rod l) is mounted a spring 
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D', whose lower end abuts against a disk or 
'flange d’and its upper end against one of the 
lugs or earsf of the stirrup F, the upper ends 
of the rods being provided with a head or 
flange di’ to confine the stirrup and springs. 

lnsxeat l i oiled spring, any othersuitable 
form of po‘\\'er~spi‘iiig may be employed. 
In Fig. l2 I have shown a spring composed 

of a rubber coiled spring and metallic disks 
il', or a metallic coiled, ribbon interposed be 
tween the rubber coils. 

Fig. vlil shows a spring'composed of a series 
of half-elliptic springs b2, through the free end 
of which the standard C passes. 

Fig. 14c shows a spring constructed on the 
principle of the Belleville syst-em-that is 
to say, the spring is formed by elastic con 
cave-convex disks U5. 

Fig. l5 shows a plurality of coiled springs 
connected with radial arms secured to the 
lower section'e’ of the " ‘iandard C, at the upper 
and lower ends of said section, respectively, 
the upper section c of the standard being snit 
ably slotted for the passage of the arms and 
to enable said sections to move one upon the 
other. 

Fig. 16 shows a spring composed of sections 
comprising each two non  elastic metallic 
plates .-’f‘and a rubber block if, interposed be 
tween said plates, through the free end of 
which the standard C passes. rllhe power~ 
spring employed may thus be varied accord 
ing to the power to be exerted by such spring. 
The operation of my improved device is as 

follows: \Vhen the leg` is in a perfectly erect 
position, as shown in Fig. l, the sleeve S is 
locked by the shoulder c“ against upward mo 
tion on the standard, and the leg cannot be 
bent, owing' to the stress of the spring. I 
have hereinbelfore stated that by imparting a 
partial rotation to the sleeve S its bore can be 
made to register with the ribs c2 on the upper 
stamlard-section, and that this may be effected 
automatically and a‘ the proper time the 
sleeve S i.3 provided with an arm s, and the 
arms of both sleeves are connected by a coiled 
spring or elastic band or cord, and in such 
manner that on moving one leg forward, as in 
walking, the sleeve S on the standard of 
the other leg will be partially rotated to per 
mit the sleeve to move upward, so that said 
leg may be bent to move it oil? the ground 
prior to throwing it forward, the extent of 
motion ol' the sleeve being a limited one. 
Supposing that the wearer of the apparatus 
start-s with the left leg, the sleeve on the 
standard of that leg having been previously 
turned to allow the leg to be bent, as said leg 
is thrown forward the sleeve on the rightleg 
is turned; but as the left leg is straightened 
to bring it to the ground the standard thereof. 
is extended to its full length, and as the sleeve 
on said standard is held by the stress of the 
elastic connection the upper stamlard-section 
will move sufficiently to bring the shoulder c" 
above the sleeve and thus lock it.. As the left 
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foot reaches the ground andthe right leg is 
bent for the next step, the entire weight of 
the body is supported from the coiled spring 
of-the standard on the left leg, instead of on 
said leg. Said spring .is compressed and will 
assist the wearer in his effort to lift the right 
leg previous to taking the next step. Now, 
if the propulsion of the body is ellïected by 
jumps, the eis wird. or momentum of theibody 
is converted into lifting power by the’spring 
l’». 'l‘he power of this spring is assisted by 
the power exerted by the sprin D’ , and their 
resistance to compression should be such as 
that when the full weight of the body is sup 
ported thereby the heel of t-he boot or shoe of 
the person will not quite touch th‘e sheerlìjíss 
shown in Fig. 2. It will readily be scerrlthat 
the Weight of the body is not only taken up by 
the springs B D', but is made the means of 
multiplying the power to be exerted by said 
springs in proportion to the ris fri/'a of the 
body when in motion, so that the muscles ol 
the legs are substantially relieved of all strain. 

In practice the heel of thetoota'est maybe 
provided with spikes or screws to be secured 
to the heel of the boot or shoe of the wearer, 
as is the case in skates; or other means may 
be provided, such as straps and buckles con 
nected with the stirrups. 

rl‘he elastic foot-rest may be dispensed with 
and the shoe E attached to the shoe ol’ the 
wearer; but I prefer to use the Iool;~rest, as it 
materially assists in relieving the muscles of 
the legs from the s'train and the spinal col~ 
um_n from being jarrcd, especially in ruiming 
or Juin ping. 
lVhat I do claim as my invention, and de 

sire to secure by Letters Patent, il ‘ . 
I. In an apparatus of the class i. ,. .medía 

spring-support for the body and 'pii ̀ otaiieofi 
nections for connecting the opposite extremes 
of the support to the (nn-responding extremes 
of the legs, substantially as and 'for the pur 
poses specified. ' . 

2. In an apparatus of the class described, a 
spring-support for each leg, comprising a tele 
scopic standard, a power-.Spring having its 
extremes conn ected with the extreme sections 
of the standard, a scat or bearing for con 
necting the standard to the upper extremeo't 
the leg, and a pivotal connection between the 
lower extreme of said standard and the foot, 
substantially as and for the purposes specified. 

In an apparatus of the class described, a 
spring-support for each leg, comprising a tele 
scopic standard, a seat or bearing for conncct~ 
ing the standard to the upper extreme of the 
leg, a pivotal connection between the lower 
extreme of the standard and thefoot, apower 
spring, a fixed abutment on the lower section 
of said standard for one end ol" the spring, 
a movable abutment for the oppor ` „ 

the spring on the upper section ol tne s .i 
ard, and a lock for locking said abutment 
against motion, substantially as and tor the 
purposes specified. f I l 
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4. In an apparatus of the class described, a 
spring-support for each leg, comprising a tele 
scopic standard, a seat or bearing for connect 
ing the standard to the upper extreme of the 
leg, a pivotal connection between the lower 
extreme of the standard and the foot, a power 
spring, a fixed abutment on the lowerl section 
o'l' said standard for one end of the spring, a 
movable abutment for the opposite end of the 
spring on the upper section of the standard, 
a lock for locking said abutment against n1o« 
tion, and a connection between the movable 
abutments of the two standards operating to 
automatically lock and unlock the abutmentsl 
`in the act of walking, running, or jumping, 
substantially as described. 

5. In an apparatus of the class described, 
the combination, with a spring-support for 
each leg, of a seat at one end thereotl for at 
tachment to the upper extreme Qt the leg, and 
a shoe at the opposite end of said support for 
attachment to the foot, substantially as de 
scribed. 

6. In an apparatus of the class described, 
the combination, with a spring-support 'for 
each leg, of a seat hinged at one end thereof 
for attachment to the upper extreme of the 
leg, and a shoe pivotally connected with the 
other end of said support and adapted to be 
attached to the foot, substantially as and for 
the purposes specified. 

7, In an apparatus olf the class described, 
the combination, with a spring-support for 
each leg, of a seat hinged at one end thereof 
:for attachment 1.o the upper end ol' the leg, a 
shoe articulated at the instep, and a universal 
joint between the heel of the shoe and the 
lower end ol’ the support,substantially as and 
for the purposes specified. 

8. In an apparatus ol’ the class described, 
the combination, with a spring-support for 
each leg, a hin ge-connection for attach ing the 
upper end of said support to the upper ex 
treme of the leg, a shoe pivotally connected 
with the lower end ol.’ 'the support, and an 
elastic toot-rest connected with the shoe, sub 
stantially as and for the purposes specified. 

9. In an apparatus of the class described, 
the combination, with a spring-support for 
each leg,A a connection for attaching the up 
per end thereof to the upper extreme of the 
leg, and a shoe articulated at the instep and 
p‘ivotally connected with the support, of an 
elastic foot-rest consisting of a plate or sole 
articulated to the shoe at the toe, a stirrup 
connected with the foot-rest at the instep, and 
spri 11g-bearings tor said stirrup pivotall y con 
nected with the shoe, substantiallyas and for 
the purposes specified. 

l0. In an apparatus of the class described, 
the combination, with a spring-support 'for 
each leg, a connection for attaching the upper 
end thereof to the upper cxtreme ol' the leg, 
and a shoe articulated at the instep and piv 
otally connected with the support, of: an elas 
tic 'tonta-est consisting ot a plate or sole ar 
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tioulated to the shoe :Lt the 130e, :L stirrup con- In testimony whereof Iafñxmy signature in 
neeted with the foot-rest at the instep, :md presence of two Witnesses. 
s urine-bearings composed of a rod hinged to A 7 
111110 slïoe on opposite sid es Jßhereof, and Sp1-in 'NICHOLAS l AGN' 
mounted on Said rods and supporting the ÑVitllesses: 
stirrup, substantially as and for the purposes N. TSCHEKALOFF, 
specified. J. FRESHVILLE. 


